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Abstract: In this article, we want to propose a new model of the network for analyzing the evolution algorithms.
We focus on the graph called native visibility graph. We show how we can get a time series from the run of
the self-organizing migrating algorithm and how we can convert these series into a network. At the end of the
article, we focus on some basic network properties and we propose how can we use these properties for later
investigation. All experiments run on well-known CEC 2016 benchmarks.
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1 Introduction
Evolution algorithms are numerical algorithms, which are based on Darwin’s and Mendel’s theory of evolution.
The main idea is the transfer of the parental genome to new offsprings and the subsequent release of the living
space. The most common algorithms, based on this theory, are genetic algorithms [5], differential evolution
(DE) [13], and self-organizing migrating algorithm (SOMA) [4, 16].
In our research, we are attempting to convert a run of evolution algorithm into a network. Then, we can
analyze the network and get some information about the algorithm. According to it, we can improve the
algorithm, to be better and faster. We can see the visualization of the whole process in Figure 1. Also, the
main ideas have been described in articles [17, 18].
Figure 1: Motivation
Till now, all experiments focused on networks, where edges represented interactions between individuals in
the population. E.g., crossing between individuals in the population in the DE [12, 11], interactions between the
leader and all other individuals in the SOMA [19, 15], or interactions between fireflies in the firefly algorithm
[7].
The main aim of this article is to propose a different possibility of capturing the inner dynamics of the
algorithm into a network. Also, we want to count some basic network properties for a better network description
and propose how we can use these properties. In this article, we will focus on the graph called native visibility
graph (NVG) [8] and SOMA [4, 16].
In the next parts, we firstly describe NVG, SOMA and CEC 2014 benchmark functions, after that we show
how we can create time series from SOMA and how we can convert these series into the networks, and at the
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 2 Native visibility graph
NVG allows us to convert any time series into a network. In such net, each time value represents one vertex.
There is a link between two vertices when all time values between these ones lies below their connecting line.
In other words, we can imagine that we connect by edge. Value at time ti will be connected all adjacent values
with value at time ti+1. Such connections create a landscape, and we add an edge between two values (vertices)
if we are able to see directly from the first one to the second one.
More formally, according to [8], we can establish the following visibility criteria: two arbitrary data values
(ti, f(ti)) and (tj , f(tj)) will have visibility, and consequently will become two connected vertices in the graph,
if any other data (tk, f(tk)) placed between them fulfills (1). Example of such conversion, we can see in Figure
2.




Figure 2: Natural visibility graph - conversion
3 Self-organizing migrating algorithm
SOMA is a stochastic optimization algorithm based on the social behavior of competitive-cooperating individuals
[4, 16]. Before the start of the algorithm, we have to set up the parameters and we have to define a cost function.
We can see all required parameters, also with recommended range and used setup for our experiments, in Table
1.
Parameter name Recommended range Remark Used parameters
PathLength [1.1, 5] Controlling parameter 3
Step [0.11, PathLength] Controlling parameter 0.11
PRT [0, 1] Controlling parameter 0.2
Dimemsion Given by problem Number of arguments 10
in cost function
PopSize [10, up to user] Controlling parameter 10
Migrations [10, up to user] Stopping parameter 1000
Table 1: SOMA parameters
The run of the algorithm starts with creating an initial population. This population is randomly generated
and distributed over searching space. After that, we start migrating loops. In each migrating loop, firstly we
select a leader. The leader is the best individual (the individual with the best cost value). After the leader
is selected, each individual jumps towards him according to (2). In this equation xML+1i,j is the value of i-th
individual’s j-th parameter in step t and migrating loop ML + 1. xMLi,j,start is the value of i-th individual’s
j-th parameter staring position in actual migration loop. xMLL,j is the value of leader’s j-th parameter in actual
migrating loop. t is a step from 0 by Step to PathLength. PRTV ector is a vector of ones and zeros depended





L,j − xMLi,j,start) t PRTV ectorj (2)
Each individual remembers all positions and values of the cost function reached on these positions. After all
jumps individual returns to the best position. Migrating loops repeat until we reach a maximum number of
migration loops or a maximum number of evaluations.
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 Pseudocode of SOMA, we can see as Algorithm 1. For more information about this algorithm please look
at [4, 16].
Algorithm 1 SOMAAllToOne
x: the initial randomly generated population
Controlling parameters
fcost: cost function (fitness function)
evaluate initial population
migrationCycle = 0
while numberOfEvaluation < Migrations do
Selection of the best individual - Leader
while j ≤ PopSize do
selection of jth individual calculate fcost of the new positions save the best solution of the jth individual
on its trajectory in a new population
4 CEC 2014 benchmark functions
For experiments we used well known CEC 2014 benchmark functions [9]. These test functions compose of 2
basic unimodal functions, 3 multimodal functions, 3 hybrid function and 7 compositional functions. We can see






CF2 Rotated Bent Cigar Function
Simple Multimodal functions
CF3
Shifted and Rotated Ackleys
Function
CF4
Shifted and Rotated Rastrigins
Function
CF5
Shifted and Rotated Schwefels
Function
Hybrid functions
CF6 Hybrid Function 1 (N=3)
CF7 Hybrid Function 2 (N=4)
CF8 Hybrid Function 3 (N=5)
Composition functions
CF9 Composition Function 1 (N=3)
CF10 Composition Function 2 (N=3)
CF11 Composition Function 3 (N=5)
CF12 Composition Function 4 (N=5)
CF13 Composition Function 5 (N=5)
CF14 Composition Function 6 (N=7)
CF15 Composition Function 7 (N=10)
Table 2: CEC 2015 benchmark functions
5 SOMA time series
In the SOMA, all individuals travel to the leader in each migrating loop. Individuals can improve themselves
during the travel. The improvements can be described relatively according to the leader. Relative improvement
I can be counted according to (3), where fSI is the starting cost value of the jumping individual, f
E
I is the





If we write down the improvements of a selected individual as series, we will get the time series of improve-
ments. Example of the time series we can see in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Time series of one individual on CF10
6 Creation of NVG from SOMA
As it has been written, we can convert the series into the NVG. Visualization of the network from time series in
Figure 3 we can see in Figure 4. This graph was created in the tool called Gephi [2], and we selected ForceAtlas2
algorithm [6] as the layout. The size of vertices represents the degree. Bigger vertices have higher degree and
smaller vertices have lower degree. The degree of a vertex represents the number of edges attached to it. We
can count degree according to (4). ki represents the degree k of the vertex i and ei,j represents the edge between
vertex i and vertex j. If there is the edge between the vertex i and the vertex j, the ei,j equals to 1. Otherwise





Figure 4: Network for time series from Figure 3
7 CN analysis - global network properties
Given networks can be analyzed. We can use well-developed theory about the complex networks [1, 3, 10, 14]
for analyzing our time series and we can get some new information about the individuals and consequently
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 about the algorithm. In this section, we look at one of the most fundamental network global properties: average
degree, characteristic path length, diameter, clustering coefficient.
Average degree k is given as average of all degrees in the network. We can count it according to 5, where







Distance di, j is the shortest path between vertex i and vertex j. It represents the minimal number of
edges we have to go through to get from vertex i to vertex j.










Diameter D represents the maximal distance in the network.
Clustering coefficient CC, also known as a transitivity, represents the probability that neighbors of a
vertex are also connected by the edge. We count it as a ratio between a number of triangles in graph and
number triples connected by the edge.
All counted global network properties for one run and one individual on CEC 2016 benchmark functions,
we can see in Table 3. As we can see, individual on all functions have similar clustering coefficient in range
(0.81 - 0.92). Only for function 3, the clustering coefficient is significantly lower (0.70). Other properties differ
significantly more. The average degree is in range (4.38 - 47.36), the characteristic path length is in range
(2.00 - 3.20), and the diameter is in range (3 - 7). We can use these three properties for later investigation.
For example, what is the optimal average degree for the best run? Is there any relationship between the final
solution, network properties, and algorithm parameters? Have all individuals got same network properties or
not? Is it better to have same properties higher or lower? With these answers, we can change the parameters
during the run of algorithm or we can replace the bad individuals and make the algorithm batter and faster.
Type No. k L D CC
Unimodal functions
CF1 10.65 2.53 6 0.85
CF2 10.62 2.44 7 0.83
Simple Multimodal functions
CF3 4.38 2.14 4 0.70
CF4 47.36 2.00 4 0.85
CF5 9.09 2.23 6 0.86
Hybrid functions
CF6 12.58 2.66 5 0.84
CF7 17.56 3.20 6 0.85
CF8 10.21 2.64 5 0.82
Composition functions
CF9 24.54 2.02 6 0.81
CF10 13.75 2.93 6 0.83
CF11 9.88 2.00 3 0.92
CF12 11.55 2.17 4 0.88
CF13 6.76 2.11 4 0.85
CF14 11.03 2.17 5 0.86
CF15 13.18 2.51 6 0.84
Table 3: Global networks properties - one run and one individual
8 CN analysis - degree distribution
Now, we will focus on degree distribution. Degree distribution represents the probability distribution of
degrees over the whole network. Degree was described above. Also, we can define mark pk. pk represents the
probability that a randomly selected vertex has a degree equals to k.
In many complex networks, degree distribution meets so-called power law. It means that if we use logarithmic
scales for the degree distribution, the plot will create the line. Mathematically, the degree meets the (7). k
represents the degree, pk represents the probability that a randomly selected vertex has a degree equals to k
and α and c are the constants. Also, we can write the relation as (8), where C is a constant and it is equals to
ec.
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ln pk = −α ln k + c (7)
pk = Ck
−α (8)
In Figure 5, we can see average degree distribution for 100 individuals, from 10 runs of SOMA. Also, we can
see a line in the figure, which denotes the power law. Power law can be observed on each function for a small
interval. Generally, each degree distribution function can be divided into three parts. The middle part meets






































































































































































Figure 5: Average degree distribution for 100 individuals from 10 runs
The lines from the Figure 5 can be described with the constants α and c according to the Equation (7). You
can find these constants in Table 4. Also, there is a column with degree k, which represents the lowest degree,
which belongs to the power law.
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 Type No. α c k
Unimodal functions
CF1 3.07 3.5 12
CF2 3.09 3.3 12
Simple Multimodal functions
CF3 1.07 -6.0 12
CF4 1.59 -2.2 48
CF5 1.33 -4.4 17
Hybrid functions
CF6 2.35 2.1 18
CF7 1.92 -0.7 34
CF8 2.31 1.6 36
Composition functions
CF9 1.60 -2.9 32
CF10 2.29 1.7 21
CF11 1.33 -4.5 16
CF12 1.52 -2.8 26
CF13 1.51 -3.2 21
CF14 2.32 0.7 30
CF15 2.37 0.2 22
Table 4: Power law constants
The shape of the degree distribution function raises additional questions. What are the optimal coefficients
of the power law? Is there any relationship between the tail of the curve and the cost function?
9 Conclusion
In our research, we are attempting to convert run of evolution algorithm into a network. In previous articles,
we mainly focused on interactions networks. In these networks, we captured interactions between individuals
in the population. Interactions like crossing or leader-individual interactions. In this article, we looked at the
different type of networks. We captured the individual’s relative improvements into time series and then we
converted these series into the NVG. We mainly focused on SOMA.
We showed how the time series and network may look like on a selected function. Also, we counted basic
network properties and propose how this results can be used for next investigations.
This article showed us a new view on evolution algorithms. It presented a new possibility how can we
analyze the evolution algorithms. We could observe different networks for different cost functions. For the
later investigation, we can focus on the correlation between the networks and the performance of the evolution
algorithm. After we can use a different type of SOMA on a different problem or we can use different parameters
or a different algorithm. According to networks, we can switch between algorithms, parameters, and versions
(strategies) of the algorithms.
Also, many optimization problems are solved as a black box. We can use SOMA for classification of this
problem. As we saw, for different types of problems, we get different properties and different degree distribution.
So with this analysis and comparison of well-known problems, we can tell something about the black box
problem. Is the black box problem unimodal or multimodal function? How complex is this problem?
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